**This is a Repurchased Flat.**
Photographs and the revised floor plan (if any) can be viewed at [www.hdb.gov.sg/esales](http://www.hdb.gov.sg/esales).

---

4 - Room
Bishan Green
BI N1 C15
Block 165, #17-274**

5 - Room
Bishan Green
BI N1 C15
Block 165, #17-274**

4 - Room
Bishan Heights
BI N2 C26
Block 288, #10-11**

4 - Room
Bishan Heights
BI N2 C26
Block 288, #10-11**

4 - Room
Bishan Green
BI N1 CVA
Block 151, #02-205**

4 - Room
Bishan Green
BI N2 C22A
Block 224, #01-123**

4 - Room
Bishan Green
BI N2 C24
Block 229, #10-43**

**This is a Repurchased Flat.**
Photographs and the revised floor plan (if any) can be viewed at [www.hdb.gov.sg/esales](http://www.hdb.gov.sg/esales).